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1. Introduction

Let n be an integer and li , ... , l n linearly independent linear forms in n variables
with (real or complex) algebraic coefficients. For x = (Xl, ... , X n) C 7n put

In 1972, W. M. Schmidt [ 17] proved his famous Subspace theorem: for every 6 &#x3E; 0,
there are finitely many proper linear subspaces Tl , ... , Tt of Qn such that the set
of solutions of the inequality

is contained in Tl U... U Tt.
In 1989, Schmidt managed to prove the following quantitative version of his

Subspace theorem. Suppose that each of the above linear forms li has height
H(li)  H defined below and that the field generated by the coefficients of
Il, ... , ln has degree Do over Q. Further, let 0  6  1. Denote by det(l1, ... , ln)
the coefficient determinant of 11, ... , ln. Then there are proper linear subspaces
Tl,..., Tt of Q n with

such that the set of solutions of

is contained in

In 1977, Schlickewei extended Schmidt’s Subspace theorem of 1972 to the p-
adic case and to number fields. In 1990 [15] he generalised Schmidt’s quantitative
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Subspace theorem to the p-adic case over Q and later, in 1992 [16] to number fields.
Below we state this result of Schlickewei over number fields and to this end we
introduce suitably normalised absolute values and heights.

Let Il be an algebraic number field. Denote its ring of integers by Oh and its
collection of places (equivalence classes of absolute values) by MK. For v e MK,
x e AB we define the absolute value |x|v by
(i) lx Iv = |03C3(x)|1/[K:Q] if v corresponds to the embedding 03C3 : Il ~ R;

(ii) Ixlv = |03C3(x)|2/[K:Q] = |03C3(x)|2/[K:Q] if v corresponds to the pair of conjugate
complex embeddings 03C3, 0-r : Il ~ C;

(iii) lxiv (Np)-ordp(x)/[K:Q] if v corresponds to the prime ideal p of 0 K.
Here Np = #(OK/p) is the norm of p and ordp(x) the exponent of p in the prime
ideal decomposition of (x), with ordp(0) := oo. In case (i) or (ii) we call v real
infinite or complex infinite, respectively and write vi 00; in case (iii) we call v finite
and write v fi oo. These absolute values satisfy the Product formula

(product taken over all v e Mh-) and the Extension formulas

where L is any finite extension of Il and the product is taken over all places w on
L lying above v.

The height of x = (x1, ... , xn) e J(n with x =1 0 is defined as follows: for
v E MK put

(note that for infinite places v, |·|v is a power of the Euclidean norm). Now define

By the Product formula, H(ax) = H(x) for a E K*. Further, by the Extension
formulas, H(x) depends only on x and not on the choice of the number field li
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containing the coordinates of x, in other words, there is a unique function H from
QnB{0} to R such that for x e Kn, H(x) is just the height defined above; here
Q is the algebraic closure of Q. For a linear form 1(X) = a1X1 + ... y- anXn
with algebraic coefficients we define H (1) : = H(a) where a = ( a 1, ... , an) and if
a e Kn then we put Illv = lai, for v e MK. Further, we define the number field
K(l) := K(a1/aj,..., an/aj) for any j with aj ~ 0; this is independent of the
choice of j. Thus, K(cl) = K(l) for any non-zero algebraic number c.
We are now ready to state Schlickewei’s result from [16]. Let Il be a normal

extension of Q of degree d, S a finite set of places on Il of cardinality s and for
v ~ S, {l1v,... lnv 1 a linearly independent set of linear forms in n variables with
coefficients in Il and with H(liv)  H for i = 1,..., n, v ~ S. Then for every 6
with 0  6  1 there are proper linear subspaces Tl , ... , Tt of Kn with

such that every solution x E Kn of the inequality

either lies in Tl U ··· U Tt or satisfies

The restrictions that Il be normal and the linear forms liv have their coefficients in
Il are inconvenient for applications such as estimating the numbers of solutions of
norm form equations or decomposable form equations where one has to deal with
inequalities of type (1.2) of which the unknown vector x assumes its coordinates in
a finite, non-normal extension Il of Q and the linear forms liv have their coefficients
outside 117.

In this paper, we improve Schlickewei’s quantitative Subspace theorem over
number fields. We drop the restriction that Il be normal and we allow the linear
forms to have coefficients outside K. Further, we derive an upper bound for the
number of subspaces with a much better dependence on n and b : our bound depends
only exponentially on n and polynomially on 8-1 whereas Schlickewei’s bound
is doubly exponential in n and exponential in 03B4-1. As a special case we obtain a
significant improvement of Schmidt’s quantitative Subspace theorem mentioned
above.

In the statement of our main result, the following notation is used:

- Il is an algebraic number field (not necessarily normal);
- S is a finite set of places on Il of cardinality s containing all infinite places;
- {l1v, ..., lnv}(v E S ) are linearly independent sets of linear forms in n vari-

ables with algebraic coefficients such that
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In the sequel we assume that the algebraic closure of Il is Q. We choose for every
place v e MK a continuation of 1 - Iv to Q, and denote this also by |. v; these
continuations are fixed throughout the paper.

THEOREM. Let 0  6  1. Consider the inequality

(i) There are proper linear subspaces Tl, ... , Tt , of KI, with

such that every solution x E J(n of (1.3) with

belongs to Tl U ... U Tt1.
(ii) There are proper linear subspaces S1, ..., ,S’t2 of Kn, with

such that every solution x E J(n of (1.3) with

Now assume that Il = Q, S = tool and let l1,..., l n be linearly independent
linear forms in n variables with algebraic coefficients such that H (li)  H and
[Q(li) : Q]  D for i = 1,..., n. Consider again the inequality

where 0  6  1. If x E Zn is primitive, i.e. x = (x 1, ... , Xn) with gcd(x 1, ...1
zn) = 1, then H(x) = |x|. Hence our Theorem implies at once the following
improvement of Schmidt’s result:

COROLLARY. For every 6 with 0  6  1 there are proper linear subspaces

such that every solution x E Zn of (1.1) with
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Define the height of an algebraic number 03BE by H(03BE) := H(1, 03BE). Let li, S be as
in the Theorem and for v E S, let av be an algebraic number of degree at most D
over Il and with H(03B1v)  H. Let 0  03B4  1. Consider the inequality

By a generalisation of a theorem of Roth, (1.4) has only finitely many solutions.
Bombieri and van der Poorten [1] (only for S consisting of one place) and Gross
[9] (in full generality) derived good upper bounds for the number of solutions of
(1.4). It is possible to derive a similar bound from our Theorem above. Namely, let
11 , (X) = X 1 - 03B1vx2, 12v(x) = X 2 for v E S and put x = (0, 1 ) for 03B2 E J(. Then
every solution 0 of (1.4) satisfies

Now our Theorem with n = 2 implies that (1.4) has at most

solutions. The bounds of Bombieri and van der Poorten and Gross are of a similar

shape, except that in their bounds the constants are better and the dependence on
D is slightly worse, namely (log D)2 . log log D. Our Theorem can also be used
to derive good upper bounds for the numbers of solutions of norm form equations,
S-unit equations and decomposable form equations; we shall derive these bounds
in another paper. Schlickewei announced that he improved his own quantitative
Subspace theorem in another direction and that he used this to show a.o. that the
zero multiplicity of a linear recurrence sequence of order n with rational integral
terms is bounded above in terms of n only. (lectures given at MSRI, Berkeley,
1993, Oberwolfach, 1993, Conference on Diophantine problems, Boulder, 1994).

Remarks about Roth’s lemma. Following Roth [ 13], the generalisation of Roth’s
theorem mentioned above can be proved by contradiction. Assuming that (1.4) has
infinitely many solutions, one constructs an auxiliary polynomial F ~ Z[X1,...,
Xm] which has large ’index’ at some point 13 = (03B21,..., 13m) where 03B21,..., ,13m
are solutions of (1.4) with H(03B21),..., H(03B2m) sufficiently large. Then one applies
a non-vanishing result proved by Roth in [13], now known as Roth’s lemma,
implying that F cannot have large index at fi.
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In his proof of the Subspace theorem [17], Schmidt applied the same Roth’s
lemma but in a much more difficult way, using techniques from the geometry of
numbers. Schmidt used these same techniques but in a more explicit form in his
proof of his quantitative Subspace theorem [19]. Schlickewei proved his results
[14, 15, 16] by generalising Schmidt’s arguments to the p-adic case. Very recently,
Faltings and Wüstholz [8] gave a completely different proof of the (qualitative)
Subspace theorem. They did not use geometry of numbers but instead a very
powerful generalisation of Roth’s lemma, discovered and proved by Faltings in
[7], the Arithmetic product theorem ([7], Theorems 3.1, 3.3).

Our approach in the present paper is that of Schmidt. But unlike Schmidt we do
not use Roth’s lemma from [13] but a sharpening of this, which we derived in [6]
by making explicit the arguments used by Faltings in his proof of the Arithmetic
product theorem.1 Further, in order to obtain an upper bound for the number of
subspaces depending only exponentially on n we also had to modify the arguments
from the geometry of numbers used by Schmidt. For instance, Schmidt applied a
lemma of Davenport and it seems that that would have introduced a factor (2n)! in
our upper bound which is doubly exponential in n. Therefore we wanted to avoid
the use of Davenport’s lemma and we did so by making explicit some arguments
from [5].
A modified version of Roth’s lemma is as follows. Let F(X1,...,Xm) E

Q[X1,..., Xm] be a polynomial of degree  dh in X h for h = 1,..., m. Define
the index of F at x = (x1,..., Xm) to be the largest real number 0 such that
(~/~X1)i1··· (~/~Xm)imF(x) = 0 for all non-negative integers il, ... , in with
i1/d1 + ··· + im/dm  0. As before, the height of 03BE ~ Q is defined by H(g) =
H(1, 03BE) and the height H ( F) of F is by definition the height of the vector of
coefficients of F. By cl, c2, ... , we denote positive absolute constants. Now Roth’s
lemma states that there are positive numbers 03C91(m, 0) and w2(m, 0398) depending
only on m, 0, such that if m  2, 0  0  1, if

and if x1, ... , zm are non-zero algebraic numbers with

then F has index  0 at x = (x1,..., xm).
By modifying the arguments of Schmidt and Schlickewei one can show that the

set of solutions x of (1.3) with H(x)  H is contained in some union of proper
linear subspaces of Kn, Tl ~ ··· U Tt with

1 Wüstholz announced at the conference on Diophantine problems in Boulder, 1994, that his
student R. Ferretti independently obtained a similar sharpening.
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where

the factor c( n, 8, s) comes from the techniques from the geometry of numbers,
while the factor m log w1(m, 0398 + log w2 ( m, 0398) comes from the application of
Roth’s lemma. Roth proved his lemma with

and Schmidt and Schlickewei applied Roth’s lemma with (1.10). By substituting
(1.9) and (1.10) into (1.8) one obtains

In [6] we derived Roth’s lemma with

and by inserting this and (1.9) into (1.8) one obtains

An explicit computation of en, c 12 yields the Theorem.
Recall that in Roth’s lemma there is no restriction on the auxiliary polynomial F

other than (1.6), but an arithmetic restriction (1.7) on F and the point x. Bombieri
and van der Poorten [ 1 ] and Gross [9] obtained their quantitative versions of Roth’s
theorem by using instead of Roth’s lemma the Dyson-Esnault-Viehweg lemma [3].
This lemma states also that under certain conditions a polynomial F has small index
at x but instead of the arithmetic condition (1.7) it has an algebraic condition on
F, x. It tumed out that this algebraic condition could be satisfied by the auxiliary
polynomial constructed in the proof of Roth’s theorem but was too strong for the
polynomial constructed in the proof of the Subspace theorem.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we have collected some facts about exterior products, inequalities
related to heights and absolute values and results from the geometry of numbers
over number fields.

We start with exterior products. Let F be any field. Further, let n, p be integers
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where 
the vector in

Note that x1 039B··· Axp is multilinear in xl, ... , xp. Further, x 1 039B··· Axp = 0 if and only
if {x1,...,xp} is linearly dependent. For x = (x1,...,xn), y = (y1,...,yn) ~ Fn
define the scalar product by x - y = x 1y1 + ... + XnYn and put

Then for xi , ... , xn E Fn we have

Further, we have Laplace’s identity

We use similar notation for linear forms. For the linear form l(X) = a · X =

03A3ni=1 ai X i, where a = (a1,..., an ), we put 1*(X) = a*. X. Further, for p linear
forms li(X) = a- - X ( i = 1,..., p) in n variables, we define the linear form in (np)
variables

For instance (2.2) can be reformulated as

for certain
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where

subspaces

LEMMA 1. Let There is a well-defined injective mapping

with the following property: given any p-dimensional linear subspace V of Fn,
choose any basis {a1,..., ap} of V and choose any vectors ap+1,..., an such that
{a1,..., an} is a basis of Fn. Then {A1,..., A(np)-1) is a basis of fpn(V).

We now mention some inequalities related to absolute values. Let Il be an
algebraic number field and {|·|v : v e MK} the absolute values defined in
Section 1. For every v e Mh there is a unique continuation of |. 1 v to the algebraic
closure Kv of the completion Kv of Il at v which we denote also by | · Iv. We
fix embeddings a : Il ~ Q, 13v : Il ~ Ilv, IV : Kv ~ J( v, 8v : Q ~ Kv such that
âva = 03B303C503B203C5· Although formally incorrect, we assume for convenience that these
embeddings are inclusions so that Il C K03C5 C Kv and Il C Q C Kv. Thus, Q is
the algebraic closure of Il and |·|v is defined on Q.

We recall that the absolute values |·|v ( v e MK) satisfy the Product formula
03A0v |x|v = 1 for x e J(*. For a finite subset S of MK, containing all infinite places,
we define the ring of S-integers

where we write v ~ S for v e MKBS. We will often use the immediate consequence
of the Product formula that

In order to be able to deal with infinite and finite places simultaneously, we
define for v E MI; the quantity s(v) by
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if v is complex infinite,

is finite.

Thus,

For ; we have

From the definitions of Ixlv one may immediately derive Schwarz’ inequality for
scalar products

and Hadamard’s inequality

More generally, we have

By taking a number field Il containing the coordinates of xl, ... , xp, applying
(2.11) and taking the product over all v we obtain

We need also a lower bound for x 1 039B ··· 039B xp Iv in terms of |x1|v···|xp|v when
x 1, ... , xp ~ Qn. For a field F and a non-zero vector x = (x1,..., Xn) with
coordinates in some extension of F, define the field

LEMMA 2. Let v E MK and let xl , ... , xp be linearly independent vectors in Qn
with [K(xi): K]  D, H(xi)  H for i = 1, ... , p. Then
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In particular, if p = n, then

Remark. Obviously, in (2.10)-(2.14) we can replace the vectors xl, ... , xp by
linear forms li , ... , l p in n variables.

Proof. The upper bound of (2.13) follows at once from (2.11 ). It remains to prove
the lower bound. We assume that each of the xi has a coordinate equal to 1 which
is no restriction since (2.13) does not change when the xi are multiplied by scalars.
Thus, the composite L of the fields K(x1),..., K(xp) contains the coordinates of
xl, ... , xp. Clearly, [L : K]  DP. We recall that 1 . 1 v has been extended to Q hence
to L. There are an integer g with 1  g  [L : K]  Dp and a place w on L such
that for every x E L we have 1 x = |x|gw. Together with H(x1 039B ··· 039B xp)  1 and
(2.10) this implies that

Using the inequalities for exterior products mentioned above, we derive esti-
mates for the height of a solution of a system of linear equations.

(i) If rank{a1, ..., ar} = n - 1, then x is uniquely determined up to a scalar and
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Proof. (i) It is well-known from linear algebra that x is determined up to a scalar.
Suppose that rank{a1, ... , an-1} = n - 1 which is no restriction. Then x is also
the up to a scalar unique solution of ai - x = 0 for i = 1,..., n - 1. By (2.1 ), this
system is satisfied by the non-zero vector (al 039B ··· A an-1)* hence x is a scalar
multiple of this vector. Together with (2.12) this implies that

(ii) Let G = Gal(Q/K) be the group of automorphisms ofQ leaving Il invari-
ant. For y = (YI,..., Yn) E Qn, 03C3 e G, we put J(y) = (03C3(y1),..., 03C3’(yn)). Let
a 1, ... , as be the vectors a(3ï) with i = 1,..., r, u e G. Since x E Kn we have
ai-x = 0 for i = 1,..., s Since x ~ 0 we have rankta {a1,..., as}  n-1. If this rank
is  n - 1 we choose vectors as+1, ..., at from (1, 0,..., 0),..., (0,..., 1) such
that rank {a1,..., at} = n - 1. Note that H (ai)  H and that 03C3(ai) ~ {a1,... ,at}
for i = 1,..., t, or E G. Hence if y is a solution of the system ai - x = 0 for
i = 1,..., t then so is 03C3 (y) for 03C3 e G. By (i), this system has an up to a scalar
unique non-zero solution y. Choose y with one of the coordinates equal to one. Then
a(y) = y for or E G whence y e Kn. Further, by (i) we have H(y)  Hn-1. 0

Remark. In Lemma 3 we may replace a, - x = 0 by li(x) = 0 for i = 1,..., r
where the l are linear forms in n variables with algebraic coefficients.

The discriminant of a number field Il (over Q) is denoted by Oh . The relative
discriminant ideal of the extension of number fields L /Il is denoted by ~L/K·
Recall that ~L/K C OK. We need the following estimates.

LEMMA 4. (i) Let J(, L, M be number fields with K C L C M. Then ~M/K =

NL/K(~M/L)· ~[M:K]L/K.
(ii) Let K1,..., Kr be number fields and K = J( ··· Kr their composite. Suppose
that [Ki: Q] = di &#x3E; 1 for i = 1,..., r and [Il : Q] = d. Then

Proof (i) cf. [10], pp. 60, 66.
(ii) It suffices to prove this for r = 2. So let Il = Ki 1£72. If Il = J(l or Il = I12

then we are done. So suppose that K ~ K1, K ~ K2. Then by e.g. Lemma 7 of
[21] we have
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Since d  2d2 we have d - 1  2(di - 1) for i = 1, 2. Hence

The next lemma is similar to an estimate of Silverman [20].

Proof. We assume that one of the coordinates of x, the first, say, is equal to 1,
i.e. x = (1, 03BE2..., çn). This is no restriction since H(03BBx) = H(x), Q(03BBx) = Q(x)
for non-zero A. Suppose we have shown that for 03BE e Q*,

and H(03BE) = H(1, 03BE). Together with Lemma 4 this implies Lemma 5, since

where Ki = Q(03BEi), di = [Ki: Q] for i = 2,..., n. Hence it remains to prove (2.15).
From the definitions of the |x|v for v e MK and x = (1, 03BE) it follows that

where a is the fractional ideal in F generated by 1 and 03BE, Nais the norm of a and
03BE(1), ..., 03BE(f) are the conjugates of 03BE in C. Let {03C91, ... , 03C9f} be a Z-basis of the
ideal af -1. The discriminant of this basis is

where
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(cf. [10], p. 64). By Hadamard’s inequality we have

By inserting this into (2.17) and using (2.16) this gives

which is (2.15). 0

McFeat [11] and Bombieri and Vaaler [2] generalised some of Minkowski’s
results on the geometry of numbers to adele rings of number fields. Below we
recall some of their results.

Let Il be a number field and v E MK. A subset Cv of K’ (n-fold topological
product of Kv with the v-adic topology) is called a symmetric convex body in Knv
if

Note that for finite v, Cv is an 0,-module of rank n, where Ov is the local ring
{x E Kv:|x|v  1}.

The ring of K-adeles VK is the set of infinite tuples ( xv : v E MK) ((xv) for
short) with x, e Kv for v ~ MK and |xv|v  1 for all but finitely many v, endowed
with componentwise addition and multiplication. The nth cartesian power Vk may
be identified with the set of infinite tuples of vectors (xv ) = (xv : v e MK) with
xv e Il) for all v e MK and xv e on for all but finitely many v. There is a
diagonal embedding

A symmetric convex body in Yh is a cartesian product

where for every v e MK, Cv is a symmetric convex body in Knv and where for
all but finitely many v, Cv = 01 is the unit ball. For positive À e R, define the
inflated convex body
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where AC, = {03BBxv:xv e C, 1 for v 1 oc. Now the ith successive minimum Ai =
03BBi(C) is defined by

Ài := min{03BB E R&#x3E;0: ~-1(03BBC) contains i K-linearly independent points}.
Note that ~-1 (03BBC) C E’. This minimum does exist since ~(Kn) is a discrete
subset of VnK, i.e. ~(Kn) has finite intersection with any set Tjv Dv such that each
Dv is a compact subset of Il) and Dv = 0’ for all but finitely many v. There are
n successive minima Ai,..., Àn and we have 0  03BB1  ···  Àn  00.

Minkowski’s theorem gives a relation between the product 03BB1 ··· Àn and the
volume of C. Similarly as in [2,10] we define a measure on VK built up from local
measures /3v on Kv for v e MK. If v is real infinite then Kv = R and we take for
/3v the usual Lebesgue measure on R. If v is complex infinite then Kv = C and we
take for 03B2v two times the Lebesgue measure on the complex plane. If v is finite
then we take for 03B2v the Haar measure on Ev (the up to a constant unique measure
such that 03B2v(a + C) = 03B2v(C) for C C Kv, a C Kv), normalised such that

here 0, is the local different of Il at v and lalv = max{|x|v: x e al for an Ov -
ideal a. The corresponding product measure on Knv is denoted by 03B2nv. For instance,
if p is a linear transformation of Il) onto itself, then 03B2nv(03C1D) = |det 03C1|[K: y Q]03B2nv(D)
for any 03B2nv-measurable D c Knv. Now let /3 == FL /3v be the product measure on
VK and 03B2n the n-fold product measure of this on VR. Thus, if for every v e MK,
Dv is a 03B2nv -measurable subset of K n and Dv = Ov for all but finitely many v,
then D : = 03A0v Dv has measure

In particular, symmetric convex bodies in VnK are /3n-measurable and have positive
measure.

McFeat ([11], Thms. 5, p. 19 and 6, p. 23) and Bombieri and Vaaler ([2], Thms.
3,6) proved the following generalisation of Minkowski’s theorem:

LEMMA 6. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree d and r2 the number of
complex infinite places of K. Further, let n  1, C be a symmetric convex body in
VK, and ~1, ... , Àn its successive minima. Then

Finally, we need an effective version of the Chinese remainder theorem over K.
An A-ceiling is an infinite tuple (Av) = (Av : v e MK) of positive real numbers
such that Av belongs to the value group of |·|v on J(; for all v E MK, Av = 1 for
all but finitely many v, and f1v Av = A.
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LEMMA 7. Let K be a number field of degree d, A &#x3E; 1, (Av) an A-ceiling, and
(av) a Ii7-adele.

Proof. Let ri be the number of real and r2 the number of complex infinite places
of K.

(i) The one-dimensional convex body C = {(xv) E Vl, : |x|v  Av for v e
MK} has measure

in view of the identity 03A003C5~ |Dv|v = |0394K|-1/d. So if A  |0394K|1/2d then 03B2(C) 
1. Then by Lemma 6 the only successive minimum Ai 1 of C is  1 hence C contains
0(x) for some non-zero x E K. 

)r2|0394K| 1/2. This(ii) By [11], p. 29, Thm. 8, there is such an x if A  (d/2)(2/03C0)r2|0394K|1/2. This
implies (ii). See [12], Thm. 3 for a similar estimate. ~

3. A gap principle

Let Il be an algebraic number field of degree d and S a finite set of places on Il
of cardinality s containing all infinite places. Further, let n be an integer  2 and
let 6, C be reals with 0  6  1 and C  1. For v E S, let l1v,..., l nv be linearly
independent linear forms in n variables with coefficients in Kv. In this section, we
consider the inequality

The linear scattering of a subset S of KI is the smallest integer h for which
there exist proper linear subspaces Tl, ... , Th of KI such that S is contained in
TI U ... U Th ; we say that S has infinite linear scattering if such an integer h does
not exist. For instance, S contains n linearly independent vectors ~ S has linear
scattering  2. Clearly, the linear scattering of S1 U S2 is at most the sum of the
linear scatterings of Si and S2, In this section we shall prove:
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LEMMA 8. (Gap principle). Let A, B be reals with 1  A  B. Then the set of
solutions of (3.1) with

has linear scattering at most

Remark. This gap principle is similar to ones obtained by Schmidt and Schlick-
ewei, except that we do not require a large lower bound for A. Thus, our gap
principle can be used also to deal with ’very small’ solutions of (3.1).

In the proof of Lemma 8 we need some auxiliary results which will be proved
first. We put e = 2.7182... and denote by lAI the cardinality of a set A.

LEMMA 9. Let 0 be a real with 0  03B8  1/2 and q an integer  1.

(i) There exists a set r with the following properties:

for all reals F1, ... , Fq, L with

there is a tuple 03B3 E 03931 with Fi  L03B3i for i = 1,..., q.
(ii) There exists a set F2 with the following properties:
|03932|  (e(2+03B8-1))q;
F2 consists of q-tuples of non-negative real numbers l = (,1,... , 03B3q);
for all reals G1, ... , Gq, M with

there is a tuple’1 E F2 with M03B3i+03B8/q  Gi  M’Yi for i = 1,..., q.
Proof (i) is a special case of Lemma 4 of [4]. We prove only (ii). Put h =

[0-1] + 1, g = qh. There are reals c1,..., Cq with

Define the integers

and put Then
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and therefore,

By
implies that belongs to the set

For integers x &#x3E; 0, y  0 we have

where the expression at the right is 1 if y = 0. Hence

LEMMA 10. Let J(, S, n have the same meaning as in Lemma 8 and put d : =
[Il : Q], s : = |S|. Further, let F be a real  1 and let V be a subset of K’ of linear
scattering

Then there are x1, ... , xn E V with

Proof We assume that 0 ~ 03BD and F &#x3E; 1 which are no restrictions by
Hadamard’s inequality. Denote by [y1, ..., ym] the linear subspace of J(n gen-
erated by y,,..., ym . Choose a prime ideal p of Il not corresponding to a place in
S with minimal norm Np. Define the integer m by

Then m  1. We distinguish between the cases m  2 and m - 1.

The case m  2. Let v be the place corresponding to p and let R = {x E
K : |x|v  1} be the local ring at p. The maximal ideal {x e K: |x|v  1} of R is
principal; let 7r be a generator of this maximal ideal. For i = 0, ... , m, let Ti be a
full set of representatives for the residue classes of R modulo 03C0m-i. Note that
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For i = 0, ... , m, a E Ti define the n X n-matrix

We claim that for every row vector x e Rn there are i ~{0,..., m}, a e T, and
y e Rn with

x = yAi,a.
Namely, let x = (x1,..., xn). If x1 ~ 0 (mod 03C0m) then for some i E {0,...,
m - 1} we have x 1 = 7riyl with y1 e R, |y1|v = 1 and there is an a E Ti
with x2 - ayl (mod 03C0m-i). If x1 ~ 0 (mod 7rm) then we have xi = 03C0iy1,
x2 - ayl (mod 03C0m-i) where i = m, yl ~ R and a is the only element of Ti.
Define y2 ~ R by X2 = ay1 + 7r’-’Y2 and put yi = xi for i  3. Then clearly
x = yAi,a where y = (y1,..., yn).

Let B1,..., Br be the matrices Ai,a (i = 0,..., m, a E Ti) in some order. We
partition V into classes 03BD1,..., Vr such that x E V belongs to class Vi if there are
À E K* with |03BB|v = |x|v and y E .Rn such that x = 03BBBiy. By m  2 and (3.7) we
have

and the latter number is at most the linear scattering of V. Therefore, at least one
of the classes v2 has linear scattering  2, i.e. V2 contains n linearly independent
vectors x1,..., xn . For j = 1,..., n there are A, e K* with |03BBj|v = |xj|v and
Y3 E R n such that xj = A3 Bt y,. Therefore,

By Hadamard’s inequality we have forw E MKB(SU{v}) that |det(x1,...,xn)|w/
(|x1|w···|xn|w)  1. By taking the product over v and w E MKB(S U {v}) we
obtain (3.6).

The case m = 1. Suppose that there are no x 1, ... , xn E V with (3.6). Let
x 1, ... , xn be any linearly independent vectors from V. There is an ideal a C 0 K,
composed of prime ideals not corresponding to places in S, such that
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If a 5 OK then since m = 1 we have N a  Np &#x3E; Fd which together with (3.8)
contradicts our assumption on V. Therefore, a = OK and so the left-hand side of
(3.8) is equal to 1. Together with Hadamard’s inequality this implies that

Since V has linear scattering  3 there are linearly independent xl , ... , xn in V and
there is an xn+ 1 E V with

We fix xl , ... , xn+1. Let y be any vector in V with

We have Xn+1 = 2:i=1 aixi, y = 2:i=1 yixi with ai , y2 E J(. We repeatedly apply
(3.9). We have det(xi,..., xn-1, xn+1) = an det(x1,..., xn) where an ~ 0 by
(3.10). Together with (3.9) this implies

Similarly,

By (3.11) we have similar properties for yn, Yn-Io Summarising, we have

It is easy to see that by (3.11),

Together with (3.9), (3.12) this implies that

This implies that
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where O s is the group of S-units {x e K: Ixl, - 1 for v e S}. By Theorem 1 of
[4], there are at most 3 X 7d+2s elements ç e Os with 1 - fl e Os. As we have
just seen, for every y E V with (3.11) there is such a 03BE with anyn-1/an-1 Yn == ç
or, which is the same,

Taking into consideration that in (3.11) we excluded three linear subspaces for y, it
follows that V has linear scattering at most 3 + 3 x 7 d+2s  4 X 7 d+2s contrary to
our assumption on V. Thus, our supposition that there are no xl,..., xn in V with
(3.6) leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 10. 0

Proof of Lemma 8. We assume that Iiv |v = 1 for i = 1,..., n, v E S which is
clearly no restriction. Let D be any real with 2A  D  2B. Put

First we estimate the linear scattering of the set of solutions x e J(n of

with

For i = 1,..., n, let S1(i, D ) be the set of x e J(n with (3.1), (3.13) and

Further, let S2(D) be the set of x E J(n with (3.1), (3.13) and

We first estimate the linear scattering of S1 (i, D ) for i = 1,..., n. Fix i and put

Note that by Schwarz’ inequality we have
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From (3.14) and (3.16) and from Lemma 9 (i) with the above choice of 03B8, with q = s
and with L = H (x) -n-D , we infer that there is a set 03931 of s-tuples 03B3 = (03B3v : v ~ S)
with qv j 0 for v E S and 2:vES IV = 1 - 03B8, of cardinality

such that for every x E S1(i, D) there is a -y e rl with

For each y E Fi, let Sl(i, D, 03B3) be the set of x e S1(i, D) satisfying (3.18). We
claim that S1(i, D, 03B3) has linear scattering smaller than

Namely, suppose that for some r E Fi 1 this is not true. Then by Lemma 10 with
F = 2n3/2 there are x1,..., xn e 81 (i, D, 03B3) with

We assume that

which is obviously no restriction.

··· + 03B1nXn. After a permutation of coordinates if necessary, we may assume that
latlv = maxi |03B1i|v. Then, since |liv|v = 1, we have |03B11|v  n-s(v)/2. Denote by
Ai the determinant of the ( n - 1) x ( n - 1 )-matrix obtained by removing the jth
row from

By Hadamard’s inequality, (3.18) and (3.20) we have
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By taking the product over v E S we get

Together with (3.19) and the Product formula this implies

By 
By inserting these inequalities we obtain

Thus, our assumption that one of the sets S1(i, D, 03B3) has linear scattering  A
leads to a contradiction. Now by (3.17), by d  2s, and by the fact that the number

of possibilities for 03B3 is at most |03931|  (e(2+2n/03B4))s-1, the set SI(i, D) has linear
scattering

Hence Uni=1 S1(i, D ) has linear scattering
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We now estimate the linear scattering of S2(D). By (3.15) we have for x E
S2(D) that

Put

By (3.16) and (3.22) and by Lemma 9 (ii) with this value of 0, with q = ns and with
M = H(x)-n(n+03B4), there is a set F2 of ns-tuples l = (03B3iv : i = 1,..., n, v E S)
of non-negative reals, with

such that for every x e S2(D) there is a tuple y e F2 with

Let S2(D, 03B3) be the set of x E S2(D) satisfying (3.24). We show that each set
S2 ( D , 1) has linear scattering smaller than

Suppose again that this is not true for some 03B3 e F2. Put F : = 2nn/2C. Then by
Lemma 10 there are x1,..., Xn e S2(D, 03B3) such that

and
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Put 03B4v := det(l1v,...,lnv). Now Hadamard’s inequality, (3.28) and the lower
bound in (3.24) imply that

By taking the product over v e S and inserting

which follows since xi satisfies (3.1), we get

Together with (3.26) and the Product formula this gives

By inserting H(x1)  D/2, H(xi)  D 1+( /2 for i = 1,..., n which follow from
(3.13) we obtain

which is impossible. Thus, by assuming that some set S2 (D, 03B3) has linear scattering
 B we arrive at a contradiction. Hence each set S2( D, 1) has linear scattering
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 B and together with (3.23), (3.25) this implies that S2(D) has linear scattering
at most

Together with the upper bound for the linear scattering of Uni-1 S1(i, D) in (3.21),
this implies that the set of solutions of (3.1) satisfying (3.13) has linear scattering
at most

here we used that n  2.
We now consider the solutions of (3.1) with A  H(x)  B. Let k be the

smallest integer with

Then

For every solution x e Kn of (3.1) with A  H (x)  B there is a j ~ {1, ..., k 1
with

Together with (3.29) (taking D = (2A)(1+03B6)j-1) and (3.30) this implies that the set
of solutions x E J(n of (3.1) with A  H (x)  B has linear scattering at most
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This completes the proof of Lemma 8. ~

Proof of part (ii) of the Theorem. Apply Lemma 8 with C = 1, A = 1,
B = H. It follows that the set of solutions of

in x e J(n with H(x)  H, x =1 0 has linear scattering at most

4. Reductions

In this section we reduce part (i) of the Theorem to a modified version Theorem
A. After that, we derive Theorem A from Theorems B and C stated in this section.
Theorem B will be proved in Sections 5-6 and Theorem C in Sections 7-9. As
before, we use the following notation:

Il is an algebraic number field of degree d with ring of integers Oh and
discriminant A R- ;
S is a finite set of places on Il of cardinality s, containing all infinite places;
for v ~ S, {l1v,..., lnv} is a linearly independent set of linear forms in n
variables with coefficients in Q;
8 is a real with 0  6  1.

As before, for a field F and a non-zero vector x = (x1,..., xn) with coordinates
in some extension of F we define the extension F(x) = F(xl x 3 XNIXJ) for j
with xj ~ 0 and for a linear form l with vector of coefficients a we put F(l) = F(a) .
Further we define

We call a non-zero vector x E Qn primitive if whenever Q(x) = K0 we have

For instance, x e Qn is primitive if and only if its coordinates are coprime rational
integers. For every non-zero x E Qn there is a À E Q* such that Ax is primitive.
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Namely, suppose that Q(x) = Ko. Then there is a À 1 ~ Q* such that x’ : = 03BB1x e
J(ü. By Lemma 7 (i) and s(v) = 1 there is a À2 E Iil such that

For x" : == À2X’ == À 1 A2X this implies that for

and that |x"|v  1 for v t oo, whence x" E OnK0. Moreover,

Hence x" is primitive.
It will be convenient to consider instead of inequality (1.3) in the Theorem,

We shall derive part (i) of the Theorem from:

THEOREM A. Put

Assume that

for each infinite place v on K and for i = 1,..., n,
the linear form liv has its coefficients in Q fl Kv.

Then the set of solutions of (4.2) with

has linear scattering  T.

The lower bound in (4.4) has been chosen large enough to swallow the constants
appearing in the proof of Theorem A. In particular, since we have to use geometry
of numbers over number fields, in our estimates there will be constants depending
on the discriminants of certain number fields and these are swallowed because of
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the A in the lower bound. In what follows we derive part (i) of the Theorem from
Theorem A and we use an idea of Schlickewei [16] to deal with A.

As we want to derive part (i) of the Theorem, we consider the solutions of

where K, S, n, 6 and the liv are as above but the liv do not necessarily satisfy (4.3)
for v|~. By Lemma 8, the set of solutions of (1.3) with

has linear scattering at most

If À E K* is such that x’ : = Àx is primitive, then H(x’) = H (x) and the left-hand
side of (1.3) does not change when x is replaced by x’. Hence the linear scattering
of the set of solutions of (1.3) with H(x)  H is at most A + B, where B is the
linear scattering of the set of solutions of (1.3) with

From now on, we consider only the solutions of (1.3) with (4.6). We need some
lemmas.

LEMMA 11. Every solution x of (1.3) with (4.6) satisfies an inequality

where K0 is a subfield of J(, So is the set of places on K lying below those in S
and for w E S0, {l’1w,..., l’nw} is a linearly independent set of linear forms in n
variables with algebraic coefficients, such that

l’iw has its coefficients in the completion K0,w of K0 at w

Moreover, the tuple (K0; i’iw (w E So, i = 1,..., n)) belongs to a fixed set C of
cardinality at most 23s independent of x.
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Proof. Fix a solution x of (1.3) with (4.6) and put A"o = Q(x). Clearly, KO is a
subfield of K. For w E So, let Gw denote the set of places in S lying above w and
put gw := |Gw|. The linear forms l’iw in (4.7) will be determined uniquely by the
linear forms liv we start with and by K0 and the choice of a 03C5 ~ Gw for each w E So.
Thus, the number of possibilities for the tuple (K0; l’iw (w e So, i = 1,..., n)) is
at most the number of possiblities for Ko and v e Gw for w E So which is

We estimate r from above. Let L be the normal closure of [K: Q], G the Galois
group of L/Q and H the Galois group of L/K. The number of subfields of Il is
precisely the number of subgroups of G containing H. Each such subgroup is a
union of (left) cosets of H in G. There are precisely d = [K : Q] cosets of H in G,
hence there are at most 2d unions of cosets. Therefore, Il has at most 2d subfields.
Further, for a fixed subfield Ko we have

Hence

We now construct the linear forms l’iw. In an intermediate step we will get linear
forms 1§£ . For each w e So and each v E Gw there is a real number f(v|w) such
that

We have

For w e So choose v e Gw such that

is minimal and put l"iw : = liv for i = 1,..., n. Thus,

where
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Hence

By (4.9) we have 1  cw  [K:K0]  [K:Q]  2s. Further, by Schwarz’
inequality we have |liv(x)|v  |iv|v|x|v and so by Lemma 2,

By inserting this into (4.10) we get

Now by taking the product over w e So, using that 2:wEso 9w = s, we get

By (1.3) we have f1VES Av(x)  H(x)-n-03B4. Hence

or, rewriting this,

We recall that Q (x) = K0 and that x satisfies (4.6). Note that the l"iw depend only
on K0 and certain choices of v E Gw for w E So. Moreover,

[K0(l"iw):K0]  dD, H(l"iw)  H for w e So, i = 1,..., n, (4.12)

since l"iw = liv for some v e Gw and [K0(l"iw): K0]  [K(liv) : Q]  dD.
We now construct the linear forms l’iw from the l"iw. The collection {l’iw:w E

So, i = 1,..., n} will be determined uniquely by {l"iw : w E S0, i = 1,..., n} .
For the finite places w E So and for the infinite places w E So with K0,w = C we
put l’iw : = l"iw for i = 1,..., n. Note that if K0,w = C then l’iw has its coefficients
in Q n K0,w. Now suppose there are places w E 80 with K0,w = R and take one
of these. We assume that for i = 1,..., n, one of the coefficients of l"iw is 1 which
is no restriction since (4.11) and (4.12) do not change when the l"iw are multiplied
with constants. For i = 1,..., n we write
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where miw, niw are linear forms with coefficients in R = K0,w and l"iw is the

complex conjugate of l"iw. Note that

where the sum is taken over all subsets I of {1, ... , n}, cI is a power of 1 and
AI is the determinant of n linear forms, the i-th being miw if i E I and niw if i ~ I.
Choose I such that |0394I|w is maximal. Put l’iw = miw if i e I and l"iw = niw if
i ~ I. Then

These inequalities hold for each w e So with K0,w = R and clearly also for the other
places in So. By inserting these into (4.11) and using that H(X)  1 2 (2H)200nDns2/03B4
we get

Now the proof of Lemma 11 is complete, except that we still have to verify (4.8).
If w e So is finite or if K0,w = C then (4.12) implies at once that [K0(l’iw): K0] 
d2D2, H(l’iw)  2H2 for i = 1,..., n. Let w E So be a place with li7o,w = R
(supposing there is any). Take i ~ {1,..., n}. The linear form l’iw is either the

real or imaginary part of l"iw, hence a constant multiple of l"iw :1: l"iw. Therefore,
K0(l’iw) C K1, where K1 is the composite of K0(l"iw), K0(l"iw). By (4.12) and the
fact that l"iw is conjugate to li’w over K0 we have [K0(l"iw): K0] = [K0(l"iw): K0] 
dD. Hence

Since l’iw is a constant multiple of l"iw ± l"iw we have H(l’iw) = H(l"iw ± l"iw).
Further, since both l"iw and l"iw have a 1 among their coefficients, their coefficients
belong to K1 and

We have H(l"iw) = H(l"iw) since l"iw, l"iw are conjugate over Q. together with (4.12)
this implies that
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This completes the proof of Lemma 11.

We now consider the solutions of a fixed system (4.7). Put

where L’ is the composite of the fields K0(l’iw) for w E So, i = 1,..., n.

LEMMA 12. For every solution x of (4.7) we have

Proof. Put /(Q) := 1 and for a number field M =1 Q, put f(M) : =
|0394M|1/2m(m-1) where m = [M : Q]. Let x be a solution of (4.7). By Lemma
5 we have H(x)  f(J(o). Further, for w E So, i = 1,..., n we have by (4.6) and
(4.8),

Together with Lemma 4, (ii), noting that L’ is also the composite of the fields K0,
Q(l’iw) (w E So, i = 1,..., n), this implies that

where a = [L’: Q]. By (4.8) and d  2s, n  2 we have

Further, by (4.6) we have H(x)  4H2  2H’. Together with (4.13) this implies
that

H(x)  max(2H’, |0394’|1/2a2)  (2H’0394’)1/4a2  1 2(2H’0394’)(8s3D2)-2ns. 0

Dérivation of Part (i) of the Theorem from Theorem A.
We first estimate the linear scattering of the set of solutions of (4.7). Put

First consider the solutions of (4.7) w:

Put R : = f1WESo |det(l’1w,..., l’nw)|w. Let x be a solution of (4.7) with (4.14).
We know that x is primitive, i.e. satisfies (4.1). By Lemma 4 (i) we know that
|0394K0|  0394’. Together with (4.14) this implies that
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Hence

By applying Theorem A to this inequality, with D’, H’, A’, 496/50 replacing
D, H, 0394, 6, we infer that the set of solutions of (4.7) satisfying (4.14) has lin-
ear scattering at most T’.

By Lemma 12, the solutions x of (4.7) for which (4.14) does not hold satisfy in
fact

By Lemma 8, the set of solutions of (4.7) with (4.15) has linear scattering at most

Hence the linear scattering of the set of all solutions of (4.7) is at most

2T’(152n4/03B4)ns+1. By Lemma 11, every solution x satisfying (4.6) of the inequal-
ity (1.3) we started with satisfies one of at most 23s systems (4.7). Hence the set of
solutions of (1.3) satisfying (4.6) has linear scattering at most 23s+1T’(152n4/03B4)ns+1
In view of n  2, ns + 1  3ns/2, D’  d2D2  4s2D2, log4D’loglog4D’ 
100 x 21 - log 4D log log 4D this is at most

From an earlier observation we know that the linear scattering of the set of solutions
of (1.3) not satisfying (4.6) is at most A where A is given by (4.5). Hence the linear
scattering of the set of all solutions of (1.3) is at most
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This completes the proof of part (i) of the Theorem. D

We derive Theorem A from two other Theorems B and C. In the statements of
these theorems we need some notation which is introduced below. As before, Il
is a number field and S a finite set of places on Il of cardinality s containing all
infinite places. Define the ring of S-integers

In what follows, by a tuple (N, 03B3, 2; Q ) we always mean a tuple consisting of
- an integers
- a tuple of reals
- a system of linear forms in N variables such

that each liv has algebraic coefficients and such that for
is linearly independent;

Further, a tuple ( N, 2, i) without Q will always consist of N, 2, i as in (4.16). For
a tuple (N, 1, i; Q) as above we define the set

and

Obviously,
The idea to prove Theorem A is as follows. We first show that for every solution

x of (4.2) there is a proper linear subspace W of El and a tuple (N", £; Q ) with
N = (nk) where k = dimll W such that 

where fkn is the injective mapping defined in Lemma 1 from the k-dimensional
linear subspaces of J(n to the (N - 1 )-dimensional linear subspaces of K N- 
moreover, the tuple (N, 1., i) can be chosen from a finite set independent of x.
This is stated in a quantitative form in Theorem B. Second we show that for a
fixed tuple (N, q, f) and for varying Q with dimh V(N, -y, ,C; Q ) = N - 1 there
are only finitely many possibilities for the space V(N, 1, f-; Q); this is stated in a
quantitative form in Theorem C. Now the injectivity of the map fkn implies that
there are only finitely many possibilities for W. Thus, it follows that the set of
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solutions of (4.2) is contained in the union of finitely many proper linear subspaces
of Kn.

THEOREM B. Let J(,S,n,s,8, the system of linear forms {liv:v E S, i =

1, ..., n}, D, H, A and T have the same meaning and satisfy the same conditions
as in Theorem A, so that in particular 0  e  1 and the linear forms liv satisfy
(4.3). Then for every solution x of

with

there are a proper linear subspace W of li n and a tuple (N, 1, ; Q ) with N = (nk)
where k = dimK W, such that the four conditions (4.17)-(4.20) below are satisfied:

and such that (N, 03B3, Ê) E C where C is a fixed set independent of x of cardinality
at most

THEOREM C. Let J(, S be as in Theorem B, let 0  c  1 and let ( N, 2, Z) be a
tuple for which N  2 and for which
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Then there is a collection of ( N - 1 )-dimensional linear subspaces of KN of
cardinality at most

such that for every Q with

the vector space V ( N, 03B3, ,C; Q) belongs to this collection.

Qualitative forms of Theorems B, C were proved implicitly by Schmidt and
Schlickewei. In the proof of Theorem B, which is in Sections 5 and 6, we use
geometry of numbers over number fields; here we make explicit the arguments
from [5], Section 3.3. In the proof of Theorem C which is in Sections 7-9 we use
the ’Roth-machinery;’ here we closely follow Schmidt, [ 18], [19].

Dérivation of Theorem A from Theorems B and C.
Let x be a solution of (4.2) satisfying (4.4) and W the proper linear subspace of
J(n and (N, 1, 2; Q ) the tuple from Theorem B. We show that W belongs to a
collection independent of x of cardinality  T. Since by (4.17) we have x e W
this implies Theorem A.

By Theorem B we have at most

possibilities for the tuple (N, 03B3, ). We apply Theorem C to each possible tuple.
By N = (nk) for some k  n - 1, (4.18) and (4.19) we must apply Theorem C with

replacing N, ÎI, ÎJ, f, respectively. Let C2 be the quantity obtained from C2 by
replacing N, D, 6 by (n k), Dn, 8/ 6n3, respectively. Since (nk)  2n we have
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Together with (4.20) this implies that

Hence Q satisfies (4.24) with C2 replacing C2 and Hn replacing Îl. Therefore, by
Theorem C, the number of possibilities for the vector space V(N, 03B3, Z; Q ) with
fixed N, 03B3,  and varying Q is at most C’2. On combining this with (4.25), (4.26),
we obtain that the number of possibilities for the space V ( N, 1, ; Q ) with varying
N, 03B3, , Q is at most

Because of the injectivity of the maps fkn, the vector space W is uniquely deter-
mined by V(N, 1, 2; Q ) . Hence for W we have at most T possibilities. This implies
Theorem A. D

5. Parallelepipeds

Let Il be an algebraic number field and VK its ring of adeles. We shall derive
upper and lower bounds for the volume of a parallelepiped in Vk and then derive
estimates for the product of the successive minima of this parallelepiped. This will
be an important tool in the proof of Theorem B.
We use the following notation: Gal(F’/F) is the Galois group of a Galois field

extension F’ / F; for a linear form 1 (X) = 03B11X1+···+03B1nXn with 03B11, ... , an E F’
and for a E Gal(F’/F) we put 03C3(l)(X) := 03C3(03B11)X1 + ··· + 03C3(03B1n)Xn; and a set
of linear forms {l1,..., lm} with coefficients in F’ is called self-conjugate over
F if for every i ~ {1,..., m} and a E Gal(F’/F) there is a À e F/* such that
Àa(li) E {l1,...,lm},

Fix a place v ~ MK. As before, J(v denotes the completion of Il at v. Let

and let

be a linearly independent set of linear forms in n variables such that for i = 1,..., n,

liv has its coefficients in J( v if v is infinite,

liv has its coefficients in Ilv if v is finite,

Define the v-adic parallelepiped depending on x,
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We need estimâtes for the volume 03B2nv(03A0v(x)) of TIv(x) where 03B2nv is the measure
on Knv defined in Section 2.

Let

be a minimal set of linear forms containing Lv that is self-conjugate over J( v. Such
a set exists since by assumption the coefficients of llv, ... , Inv are algebraic over
J( v. If v is infinite then v = Lv, mv = n and if v is finite then v 2 £v, mv  n.

Take j ~ {1,..., mv}. There are i ~ {1, ..., n}, À E K*v, 03C3 e Gal(Kv/K)
such that ljv = 03BB03C3(liv). Then for y E 03A0v(x) we have, noting that |03C3(x)|v = |x|v
for x E Kv,

Hence

Put

As before, for a linear form 1(X) = 03B11X1 + ··· anXn with coefficients in Kv
we define the field Kv(l) : = Kv(a1/aj,..., an/ aj) where aj ~ 0. We use the
following notation if v is finite:

Dv is the local different of Il at v;

ojv is the discriminant of the ring extension

where |a|v := max{|x|v:x :.p E a} for any Ov-ideal a. Since Ov is a principal
ideal domain, Oiv is a free Ov-module of rank [Aiv:Kv]. We recall that ~iv
is the Ov-ideal generated by the discriminant of any Ov-basis {w1,...,wt} of
Oiv, that is DKiv/Kv(03C91,..., wt) = {det(03C3i(03C9j))}2 where 03C31,..., 03C3t are the Kv-
isomorphisms of J(iv.
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LEMMA 13. We have

Proof. TIv(x), R (x) and 8v do not change when we replace liv by liv(x)-1liv
for i = 1,..., n. Therefore, we may assume that liv(x) = 1 for i = 1,..., n and
shall do so in the sequel. Then liv has its coefficients in Kiv; namely we know that
for some 03BBi e K*v, 03BBiliv has its coefficients in Kiv but then 03BBi = 03BBiliv(x) E Kiv.
Similarly, if ljv = 03BB03C3(liv) for some 03BB e K*v, 03C3 e Gal(Kv/Kv) the this holds with
À = 1 i.e. ljv = 03C3(liv). Hence we can extend 11 v, ..., lnv} to a minimal set of linear
forms {l1v,..., lmv,v} such that for each i E {1,..., mv} and a e Gal(Kv/Kv),
the linear form a(liv) belongs also to this set. Put 03A0v := 03A0v(x), Rv := Rv(x).
Then

First we assume that for i = 1,..., n, liv has its coefficients in J( v. Then Tnv = n
and

Let al, ... , an be the vectors given by liv(aj) = 03B4ij for i, j = 1,..., n and define
the linear transformation Ay = yl al + ··· + yn an for y = (YI, - - -, yn ) E 117 v . n
Thus,

where we use Ov to denote the unit ball {x E K, : |x|v  1} also if v is infinite.
First, let v be a real infinite place. Then 1 . 1 v = |·|1/d were 1 - is the usual

absolute value on R and 03B2nv the Lebesgue measure on Rn. Further, /3v(Ov) = 2.
Now from (5.8), a well-known property of the Lebesgue measure and (5.7) it

follows that

which is (5.4).
Second, let v be a complex infinite place. Then 1.lv = |·|2/d, /3v is two times the

Lebesgue measure on the complex plane, and 03B2v(Ov) = 27r. For y E en we define
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vectors w, z E Rn by y = w + l z and we identify Cn with R2n by y - (w, z).
Further, we define real linear mappings M, N by A = M + AN. Thus,

Together with (5.8), (5.7) this implies that

where

This implies (5.4).
Now assume that v is finite. Clearly, the vectors a1, ... , an are linearly indepen-

dent and belong to 03A0v. Further, every y E 03A0v can be expressed as Li=lliv(y)3ï;
since liv(y) E Ov for i = 1,..., n, it follows that 03A0v is a free 0 v -module with basis
{a1,...,an}. Choose a non-zero a e Ov such that a0v = {ax:x E Onv} ç 03A0v.
Then by (5.8) 03B1Onv has index (as an abelian group) |03B1-ndetA|dv in 03A0v. AU cosets
of 03B1Onv in TIv have the same 03B2nv-measure since 03B2nv is translation invariant. Hence

Further,
fore,

where we used again (5.7). Since 03B4v = 1 this implies (5.4).
We now assume that at least one of the linear forms liv does not have its

coefficients in Ilv. Then v is finite. We shall reduce this case to the previous one,
by using an argument from [2].

Partition {1,..., m, 1 into sets Ci,..., Ct such that i, j belong to the same set if
and only if ljv = 03C3(liv) for some 03C3 e Gal(Kv/Kv). Then for i E Ck(k = 1,...,t )
we have [Kiv:Kv] = 1 Ck 1 -
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For i e Ck let Ti be the K,-isomorphism from Kpv to Iljv with 03C4i(lpv) = liv and
put wih = ti(wph) for lz E Ck; then twih: h ~ Ck} is an Ov-basis of Oiv. Hence
(5.10) can be extended to

We can express l pv as

where fh (h E Ck) is a linear form in n variables with coefficients in liv. By
applying T2 we obtain

Now (5.11) implies that for y E K’

By combining the linear forms f h ( h ~ Ck) for k = 1,..., t we obtain altogether
mv linear forms f1, ... , fmv with coefficients in J( v such that for y E Knv,

Together with (5.5) this implies that

We assume that

which is clearly no restriction. By (5.12) we have rank 1 = rank
{l1v,...,lmv,v} = n. Hence f 1, ... , fn are linearly independent. Therefore, there
are aij E Kv such that

By Cramer’s rule we have
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Therefore, |fh(y)|v  1 for h = 1,..., n implies that |fh(y)|v  1 for h =

1, ... , mv. Together with (5.14) this implies that

Hence we have, similarly as in (5.9),

We have to compare 1 det(fl, ... , f,,) 1, with Rv. From (5.12), (5.15) and the
inequalities |wij|v  1, |03B1ij|v  1 for 1  i, j  mv it follows that

This implies that for each subset {i1,..., in} of {1,..., mv} of cardinality n we
have

which implies, together with (5.6),

Fixagaink ~ {1,..., t}. Let (wij)i,j~Ck be the inverse of the matrix (wij)i,j~Ck.
To obtain an inequality reverse to (5.17) we need upper bounds for the numbers
|wij|v. Put dk := det(wij)i,j~Ck. For h, l e Ck we have

since dkwhl is a determinant in some of the numbers Wij. Further, for each i ~ Ck,
the i-th row of the matrix (wij)i,j~Ck consists of an 0,-basis of Oiv while the
other rows are the conjugates over J( v of the i-th row. Hence for each i ~ Ck, d 2
generates the discriminant ideal 0çv of Oiv over Ov. This implies that

Hence

Putting whl := 0 if h, 1 do not belong to the same set Ck we obtain

By (5.12) we have
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This implies that

where 03B8i1,...i,n is some n X n determinant with entries from the numbers whl

(h, 1 ~ {1,..., mv}). So by (5.18), we have |03B8i1,...in|v  8-;n/2. It follows that

Together with (5.16), (5.17) this implies that

which is equivalent to (5.4). This completes the proof of Lemma 13.

Now let S be a finite set of places on Il, containing all infinite places. For each
v e S, let {l1v,..., lnv} be a linearly independent set of linear forms in n variables
with algebraic coefficients such that if v is an infinite place then for i = 1,..., n
the coefficients of liv belong to Q n Ii7v. As before, let L be the composite of the
fields K(liv)(v E S, 1 = 1,..., n) and put 0394 := |0394L|. Let

and define the parallelepiped in VR,

where IIv(x) is defined by (5.1). According to the definition in Section 2 we have

note that ÀTI(x) is precisely the set of adelic vectors (yv) E VZ satisfying

The set H (x) is convex symmetric. Denote the successive minima of II(x) by

Further, put
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where for each v e S, (liv, ... , lmv,v} is a minimal set of linear forms containing
{l1v,..., lnv} which is self-conjugate over Kv.

LEMMA 14. 1 n! R(x)  03BB1(x) ··· 03BBn(x)  0394n/2d R(x) where d = [K:Q].
Proof. Put /3(x) := {03B2n(03A0(x))}1/d. Denote by ri the number of real and by r2

the number of complex infinite places of K. For finite v e S, let 8v be the number
defined by (5.3). By Lemma 13 and the identity

we have, for some constant F with

Let v E S, v finite. For each j ~ {1,..., mv} there is an i ~ {1,..., n} such
that up to a constant the linear forms liv, hv are conjugate over Kv. Hence the local
discriminants 0çv, ~jv of Oiv/Ov and Ojv/Ov, respectively, are equal. Together
with (5.3) this implies that

Further, the local discriminante divides the global discriminatn ~K(liv)/K and by
Lemma 4 (i), ~K(liv)/K divides ~L/K. Hence

Therefore,

Together with (5.21) this implies that
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By inserting this into (5.22), using that by Lemma 4 (i) we have

we obtain

Together with Lemma 6 this implies that

and

This completes the proof of Lemma 14. 0

6. Proof of Theorem B

We use the following lemma instead of Davenport’s lemma used by Schmidt and
Schlickewei.

LEMMA 15. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree d and let bl,..., bn
be linearly independent vectors in Kn. Further, for each infinite place v on K, let
11 v, ..., lnv be linearly independent linear forms in n variables with coefficients in
Kv and let 03BC1v,..., 03BCnv be real numbers with

Suppose

Then there are permutations Kv of (1, ..., n) for each infinite place v on J(, and
vectors

such that
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Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1 the assertion is trivial. Let

n  2 and suppose that Lemma 15 holds for n - 1. Let V be the vector space with
basis {b1,..., bn-1}. We identify V with Kn-1.

Take an infinite place v. There are alv, ... , anv E Kv, not all zero, such that

Choose Kv(n) E {1,..., n} such that

and put

Thus,

The restrictions of liv (i = 1,..., n) to V form a system of linear forms of rank
n - 1 and the restriction of l""v(n),v to V is linearly dependent on the restrictions
of lkv (k E Cv ) to V. Hence the restrictions of lkv (k E Cv ) to V are linearly
independent. By applying the induction hypothesis to bl,..., bn-1 and the linear
forms lkv (k e Cv, v|~) we infer that there are a bijective function Kv from
{1,..., n - 1} to Cv for each vioc, and vectors

such that

Recalling that |·|1/s(v)v is the usual absolute value, whence satisfies the triangle
inequality, this implies together with (6.2) that
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for v 1 oc, j = 1,..., n - 1. Therefore,

Because of (6.3), the proof of Lemma 15 is complete once we have shown that
there is a vector

such that

Write l2v for lkv(i),v. Then l’1v,..., l’n-1,v are linearly independent on V hence
det(l’iv(bj)i,j=1,...,n-1) =1 0. Therefore, there are Ijv E J(v such that

Further, by (6.2), (6.6) we have

By (6.3), bl , ... , bn-1 can be expressed as linear combinations of vl , ... , vn-1.
Hence there are Ijv E J(v with 03A3n-1j=1 03B3jvbj = 03A3n-1j=1 03B3’jv vj. Together with (6.6),
(6.7) this implies

where

By Lemma 7 (ii), there are Çl,..., 03BEn-1 e Il with
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Hence

Then, by (6.8),

Take v|~. Using again that |·1;/ s( v) satisfies the triangle inequality we have by
(6.9), (6.2),

and clearly also |03B1jv|v  js(v)03BCjv for j = 1, ... , n - 1. Together with (6.9), (6.4)
this implies for i = 1,..., n,

which is precisely (6.5). This proves Lemma 15. 

Let Il be an algebraic number field of degree d, S a finite set of places on Il
containing all infinite places, n  2 an integer, 0  b  1 a real and for v E S,
let {l1v,..., lnv} be a linearly independent set of linear forms in n variables
with algebraic coefficients. Suppose that for each infinite place v and each i e

{1,... n}, the coefficients of liv belong to J( v n Q, and that

By Lemma 4 (i), we have |0394K0|1/[K0:Q]  |0394K|1/d for each subfield K0 of K.
This implies that if x E Kn is primitive, i.e. satisfies (4.1), then
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Hence every primitive solution x of (4.2) with (4.4) is also a solution of

where

with L being the composite of the fields J( ( liv) ( v e S, i = 1,..., n ) . We will
show that for every solution x of (6.12) there is a tuple ( N, 03B3, ; Q ) as in Theorem
B.

Since (6.12) does not change when the liv are multiplied with constants we
may assume that Ilivlv = 1 for v e 5, i = 1,..., n and we shall do so in the
sequel. For v E S, let {l1v, ..., lmv,v} be a minimal set of linear forms containing
l1v,..., Lnv which is self-conjugate over Ii7v. Thus, mv = n if v|~. We assume
also w.l.o.g. that Ilivlv = 1 for i = n + 1,..., mv. Further, if liv, 13v are (up
to a constant) conjugate over J( v then they are also conjugate over K, hence
[K(liv): K] = [K(ljv): K], H(liv) = H(ljv). Summarising,

By inserting this into Lemma 2 we get

for each v E S and each linearly independent subset {li1v,...,lipv} of {l1v,...,
lmv,v}. Further, by Schwartz’ inequality we have

We shall frequently use (6.14), (6.15).
Let x be a solution of (6.12). To x we associate the adelic parallelepiped

Recall that by (5.2) we may extend the set of indices i from {1,...,n} to

As before, 03BB1(x), ... , an(x) denote the successive minima of II(x) and
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In what follows we write 03BB1,..., Àn, R for 03BB1(x),..., Àn(x), R(x), remember-
ing that these quantities depend on x. From (6.12) it follows that

Hence

(6.11) and (6.17) imply that

Let ~ be the diagonal embedding of En into VnK. By (6.16) we have for y e J(n,
À &#x3E; 0 that

LEMMA 16. (i) Let 03BB &#x3E; 0. Then for every y E ~-1(03BBII(x)) we have

Proof. Let y e ~-1(03BB03A0(x)). Fix v ~ S and put 0394v : = det(l1v,..., lnv). Let aj
be the coefficient vector of (l1v 039B ··· 039B lj-1,v, A lj+1,v 039B ··· A Inv )* (cf. Section 2).
Then

By (6.20) and (6.15) we have for j = 1,..., n,

Together with (6.19) this implies
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By (6.14) we have

Together with (6.21), (6.22) this implies that

which is (i).
(ii) Choose y e ~-1(03BB103A0(x)) with y ~ 0. Then |y|v  1 for v ~ S. Hence by

(i) and (6.14),

which implies (ii).
(iii) Fix v e S, v finite. Let M be the composite of the fields K(l1v),...,

The value group of |·|v on K, which is GK,v : = {|x|v: : x ~ K*} has finite index,
ev, say, in the value group GM,v := {|x|v:x e M*} of |·|v on M . Note that

For i = 1,..., n, there is a Ii ~ Q* such that l’iv := 03B3iliv has its coefficients in M.
Hence, putting again Av = det( Il v, ... , lnv),

Put

then Cv e GK,v. By Lemma 7 (i) there is an a e K* with

Now let y e ~-1 1 (À Il (x», where À &#x3E; 0 and y ~ 0. By (i) and s(v) = 0 for finite v
we have |y|v  C-1/evv for finite v E S. Further, by (6.14) we have Cv  1. Hence
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Since also |03B1y|v  1 for v ~ S we have ay E on. Further, by (6.23) we have
|03B1|v  1 for all finite places v while by (6.21), (6.14) and (6.23) we have for each
infinite place v,

Hence

Together with (6.25) and (6.20) this implies (iii). D

LEMMA 17. There are linearly independent vectors v1,..., vn E OnK and per-
mutations Kv of (1, ..., n ) for each v oo, all depending on x, with the following
properties:

(i) for j =:= 1,..., n, the vectors vl , ... , vj belong to the K -vector space generated

(ii) we have

where

Proof. Choose linearly independent vectors b 1, ... , b’n with b’j E ~-1 (03BBj03A0(x))
for j = 1,..., n and put bj := 03B1b’j, where a is the number from Lemma 16
(iii). Then for j = 1,..., n, the vectors b 1, ... , bj belong to the J( -vector space
generated by ~-1(03BBj03A0(x)). Moreover,

Together with (6.20) this implies that
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We apply Lemma 15 with the vectors b1,..., bn, the linear forms liv(x)-1liv
(v 1 oc, i = 1,..., n) and the numbers 03BCjv = (|0394K|1/2dHnsD2n Àj )s(v) (vloo,
j = 1,..., n). It follows that there are vectors VI, ... , Vn with

and permutations Kv of ( 1,..., n) for v|~ such that

From (6.27) and the fact that the numbers Çjk in (6.28) belong to Oh- it follows
that

Together with (6.29) this implies (6.26). Further, (6.28) implies that for j =

1, ... , n, the vectors v 1, ... , vj are linear combinations of b 1, ... , bj, whence
belong to the li7 -vector space generated by ~-1 (03BBj03A0(x)). This completes the proof
of Lemma 17. D

LEMMA 18. There is a set r of cardinality

consisting of tuples of real numbers

with

such that for every solution x of (6.12) there is a tuple (c; d) E r with
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where

Proof. Put

By (6.15),(6.19), (6.18) we have for v E S, i = 1,..., mv,

We call two indices i, k ~ {1,..., mv} v-conjugate if there are A E Q*, a E
Gal(Kv/Kv) such that lkv = 03BB03C3(liv): then 1.Àlv = 1 since |liv|v = Ilkvlv = 1. This
implies that |liv(x)|v = |lkv(x)|v whence

Further, by the definition of R (cf. (5.20)) and by (6.14) and (6.18) we have

(Note that the product is taken over i = 1,..., n, not over i = 1,..., mv). By
Lemma 9 (ii), (6.34), (6.36) there is a set Fi 1 of ns-tuples of non-negative reals
1. = (03B3iv: v E S, i = 1,..., n) independent of x of cardinality

such that for some tuple 1 e 03931, we have

For i = 1,..., mv, let tçv be the smallest index from {1,..., nl that is v-conjugate
to z. Put

Clearly, tiv = tjv and hence I:v = Ijv whenever i, j are v-conjugate. Together with
(6.35) and (6.37) this implies that (R-2n/03B4)03B3’iv+{03B4/2c(n)ns}  uiv  (R-2n/03B4)03B3’iv
for v ~ S, i = 1, ... , mv. Putting
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we can rewrite this as

which is (6.32). Since 03B3iv  0 we have cçv z (11/1003B4)s(v) for v E S, i =
1, ... , mv which is (6.30). Finally, c = (cçv : v e S, i = 1,..., mv) depends only
on ’1 e 03931. Hence for c we have at most |03931| possibilities.

Define the numbers

By Lemma 16 (ii) and (6.18) we have 03BB1  R-11/1003B4. Hence

Further, by Lemma 14 and (6.18),

By Lemma 9 (ii), (6.38) and (6.39) there is a set F 2 of n-tuples of non-negative
reals 6 = (81, ... , bn ) independent of x, of cardinality

such that for some tuple 6 E F2 we have

By (6.38), the inequalities (6.40) remain valid after replacing 03B41,..., bn by

respectively. Putting

we infer from (6.40) that
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for d we have at most 1 F21 possibilities. It follows that the number of possibilities
for (c, d) is at most

This completes the proof of Lemma 18. 0

Let x be a solution of (6.12) and (c; d) the corresponding tuple from Lemma 18.
Let 03BAv(v|~) be the permutations from Lemma 17. Further, for each finite place
v e S, choose kv(1),..., kv(n) from {1,..., mv} such that

are linearly independent,

is minimal.

Define the linear forms

and the numbers

Thus, for every solution x of (6.12) we have constructed a tuple

By (6.32) we have

We recall that

We derive some other properties of T.

LEMMA 19. (i) T belongs to a set independent of x of cardinality at most

are linearly independent linear forms with
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Proof. (i) By (6.41), for finite places v e S the indices kv(i), and hence the
linear forms l’iv and the numbers eiv are uniquely determined by the tuple c from
Lemma 18. For infinite places v, the linear forms l’iv are uniquely determined by
the permutations Kv of (1,..., n) from Lemma 17, while the numbers eiv depend
only on rv and c. Therefore, T is uniquely determined by Kv (v|~) and (c; d). It
follows that for T we have at most

possibilities where r is the number of infinite places of AB
(ii) Let v E S, i = 1,..., n. From the definition of l’1v,..., l’nv it follows at

once that these linear forms are linearly independent. Further, we have liv = ljv
for some j ~ {1,..., mv}. Now (ii) follows at once from (6.13).

(iii) This follows at once from (6.30) and the fact that eiv = cjv for some

(iv) We recall that R = TIVES Rv, where

where {i1,..., in} is a subset of {1,..., mv} for which the right-hand side is
maximal.

Fix v E S. First let v be finite. By (6.41 ) and the definition of e1v,..., env we
have ci1v + ..- + cinv  elv + ... + env. Together with (6.32) and (6.14) this gives

If v is infinite then e1v,..., env is a permutation of c1v, ..., Cnv whence by (6.32)
we have also
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Hence

which implies that
(v) This is (6.31).
(vi) By (6.33), Lemma 14 and (6.18) we have

and

This implies (vi). c

LEMMA 20. There are linearly independent vectors vl, ... , vn E OK such that

where

and such that x lies in the E -vector space generated by v1, ... , v, where r is the
largest integer with dr  0.

Proof. We take the vectors v1,..., vn from Lemma 17. These belong to OK and
are linearly independent. By (6.26), (6.43), (6.31), (6.33) we have, recalling that
liv = lkv(i),v for infinite places v and liv = Ijv for some j ~ {1,..., mv} for finite
places v,

which is (6.44).
Let t be the largest integer with 03BBt  1 (which exists since x e ~-1(03A0(x)),

whence 03BB1  1) and let V be the K-vector space generated by ~-1(03BBtP(x)). We
have x e V since otherwise 03BBt+1  1. By Lemma 17 we have vl, ... , vt E V.
Since 03BBt+1 &#x3E; 1  Àt we have dim V = t; hence {v1,..., vt 1 is a basis of V and
therefore x is in the space generated by vi,..., vt. By (6.33) we have Rdt  03BBt  1,
whence dt  0 and therefore r  t. This proves Lemma 20. 

Let again x be a solution of (6.12) and let T be a tuple as in (6.42) for which (6.43),
(6.33), Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 hold. Below we construct a tuple (N, 03B3, ; Q)
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satisfying (4.17)-(4.20) of Theorem B such that (N, 1, É) depends only on T. This
implies Theorem B since by Lemma 19 (i) the number of possibilities for T is at
most the number CI from Theorem B.

Put

Note that by (6.18) we have (4.20),
There is an integer k with

Namely, by Lemma 19 (v) we have d1  0 and by Lemma 19 (vi) we have

Therefore, there is an r ~ {1,...,n - 1} with dr  0, dr+1 &#x3E; 0. Let k be the

integer from {r, r + 1,..., n - 1} for which dk+1 - dk is maximal. Then clearly
dk+ 1 &#x3E; 0 and

Put

As before, let al, ... , ON be the sequence of subsets of {1,..., n} of cardinality
n - k, ordered lexicographically. Thus, o, 1 = ( 1 , ... , n - k},..., 03C3N-1 = {k,k +
2,...,n}, 03C3N = {k + 1, k + 2,..., N}. Define the set of linear forms

with
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By Lemma 19(ii), the fact that K(iv) is contained in the composite of the fields
K(l’i1v),..., K(l’in-kv) and by (6.14) we have

Further, 1v, ..., Nv are linearly independent since l’1v,..., l’nv are linearly inde-
pendent. Hence  satisfies condition (4.19) of Theorem B. Note that by Lemma 19
(ii), Lemma 2 we have

where again , Define the tuple

with

where c(n) = 1/4n32n. The special choices for 03B3Nv (v|~) will tum out to be
crucial. It is easily verified that indeed (N, 1, ) depends only on the tuple T in
(6.42).
We show that 1 satisfies (4.18):

LEMMA 21.

Proof. (i) Obviously, 03B3iv  0 = s(v) if v is finite. Let v be an infinite place
and i E {1,..., N}. First we have 1/s  2s(v). Second, by Lemma 19 (iii) (with

Third, by Lemma 19 (v), (vi),
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By inserting this and 1/c(n)s  2s(v)/c(n) = 1/2n32ns( v) into (6.53) we obtain

(ii) By (6.53) we have, taking into consideration the special choices for 03B3 Nv (v|~),

Note that by (6.52),

Together with Lemma 19 (iv), (vi) this implies that

By inserting these inequalities and also (6.46), i.e. dk+1 - dk &#x3E; 1/n2, and c(n) =
1/4n32n, N  2n-1 (n-1k)  2n-2 into (6.54) we obtain
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We have shown that (N, 03B3, ; Q ) satisfies (4.20), (4.19), (4.18). We complete the
proof of Theorem B by showing that there is a vector space W for which (4.17)
holds.

LEMMA 22. Let vl , ... , vn be the linearly independent vectors from Lemma 20
and let W be the K-vector space generated by vl, ... , Vk. Then

Proof. It is obvious that dim W = k. Further, by (6.46) we hve k  r where
r is the largest integer with dr  0 and this implies together with Lemma 20 that
x ~ W.

It remains to prove that  = V, where TV = fkn(W), V := V (N, -y, Ê; Q).
For i = 1,..., N define the vector

where fil  ...  in-k} = 03C3i. Then W has basis {1,..., N-1}. Further, V is
the J( -vector space generated by

We show that VI, ... , VN -1 1 e II and that every vector vo e 03A0 is linearly dependent
on v 1, ... , N-1. This clearly implies that W = V.

Take v ~ S and i, j E {1...N}. Suppose that 03C3i = {i1,..., in-k}, 03C3j =
{j1,..., jn-k}. By Laplace’s rule (2.3) and by (6.48) we have

|iv(j)|v = |03B1iv|v|det((l’pv(vq))p~03C3i,q~03C33)v. (6.55)

By (6.51) we have |03B1iv|v  HnDn and by (6.44), taking the maximum over all
permutations of a j,
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Together with (6.55) this implies

where

Further, by (6.18) and s(v)  1, we have

By inserting (6.57) and (6.58) into (6.56) we obtain

We are interested only in vl, ... , vN-1. (6.59) implies that for infinite places v
and for

Further, since v1,..., vn e OnK we have j e ONK i.e. |j|v  1 for every finite

place v and for j = 1,..., N - 1. Together with Schwarz’ inequality and (6.49)
this implies that for finite v E S and for i = 1,..., N, j = 1,..., N - 1,

which implies, together with (6.59),

It follows that indeed Vi ?..., VN -1 E 11.
Take vo e 11. We show that Vo is linearly dependent on 1,..., N-1 or, which

is the same, det(vo, VI, ... , N-1) = 0.
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Fix v E S. Then

By (6.49), (6.50) and Lemma 2 we have

Further, since vo, ... , vN-1 E 03A0 we have

where the maximum is taken over all permutations 03BA of 0,..., N - 1. By combining
(6.61), (6.62), (6.63) we obtain

By taking the product over v e S and using Lemma 21 (ii) and (4.20) we obtain

But since vo, ... , &#x26;N- i E II we have j E OS for j = 0,..., N - 1, whence
det(0,..., N-1) is an S-integer. Recalling that by the Product formula,
f1VES |a|v  1 for every non-zero S-integer a, we infer that

This completes the proof of Lemma 22 and hence of Theorem B. a

7. Non-vanishing Results

We derive a non-vanishing result for polynomials which is crucial in the proof of
Theorem C.

Let m, N be integers  2. For h = 1,..., m denote by Xh the block of N
variables (Xh1,..., XhN). Q[Xi,..., Xm] is the ring of polynomials in the m N
variables X1, ... , Xm with coefficients from Q. We use i to denote a tuple of non-
negative integers (ihj: h = 1, ... , m, j = 1, ... , N ) . For such a tuple i we define
the partial derivative of F e Q[X1,..., Xm],
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Let d = (di, ... , dm ) be a tuple of positive integers and for a tuple i as above, put

DEFINITION. Let x = (x1,...xm) ~ QmN, where xh = (xh1,..., xhN) ~ QN
and let F e Q[X1,..., Xm]. If F =1 0 then the index of F at x with respect to d,
notation Indx,d ( F), is defined as the largest number a such that

Fi(x) = 0 for all i with (i/d)  03C3;

if F = 0 then we define Indx,d(F) = oo . It is easy to verify that for F, G e

Q[XI,..., Xm], x E QmN we have

We say that F ~ Q[X1,..., Xm] is homogeneous of degree dh in X h for h =
1, ... , m if F is a linear combination of monomials

For a tuple of positive integers d = (d1,..., dm), let FN (d) be the set of polyno-
mials F e Q[X1, ... , Xm] homogeneous of degree dh in Xh for h = 1,..., m.

For F e Q[X1,..., Xm], define the height

where aF is the vector of coefficients of F. Further, for a number field Il and a

place v on K, put

thus, if F has its coefficients in K, then H(F) = f1VEM!( |F|v. We have

since Fi is obtained by multiplying the coefficients of F by certain products
Jl’ lim,

We recall Theorem 3 of 1

LEMMA 23. (Roth’s lemma). Let m be an integer  2, d = (d1,..., dm ) a tuple
of positive integers and 0 a real with 0  0398  1. Suppose that
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Further, let F ~ Q[X11, X12,..., Xm1, Xm2] be a non-zero polynomial in 2m
variables which is homogeneous of degree dh in (Xh1, Xh2) for h = 1,..., m and
let xh = (xh1, xh2)(h = 1,..., m ) be non-zero elements of Q2 with

Then F has index  m0 at x = (x1,..., Xm) w. r. t. d.

We need a generalisation of this for polynomials in r N( d) where N  2. The
next non-vanishing result is a sharpening of a result of Schmidt, cf. [18], p. 191,
Theorem lOB. The height of an (N - 1 )-dimensional linear subspace of Q N

is defined by

LEMMA 24. Let m, N be integers  2, d = (d1,..., dm) a tuple of positive
integers and 0 a real with 0  0398  1. Suppose again that

Further, let F be a non-zero polynomial from 0393N (d) and let V1,..., Vm be (N -1 )-
dimensional linear subspaces of Q with

Then there is a xh E Yh for h = 1,..., m such that for x = (xi , ... , xm) we have

Proof. For N = 2 this is precisely Lemma 23 (note that the space Vh =

{03BBxh: À E Q} has height H(Vh) = H(xh)) so we assume that N  3. We use
Schmidt’s argument [18], pp. 192-194 to reduce this to N = 2.

Suppose that

After permuting the variables if need be, we may assume that
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Let Il be a number field containing bhj for h = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., N. Put

for

Hence, again after a permutation of the variables if necessary we may assume that

Now suppose that there are no xh E Yh (h = 1,..., m) with (7.8). The idea is to
arrive at a contradiction by applying Lemma 23 to F* : = F(X 11, X12, 0, ... , 0; ... ;
X,.1, Xm2, o, ... , 0) but this fails if F* = 0. Therefore we proceed completely
similarly to Schmidt [ 18], pp. 192-194. Since our terminology is different, we give
the argument for convenience of the reader.

Let I be the set of tuples

We write x E QmN as (x1,..., xm) = (xh1,..., xhN) for h = 1,..., m.
For each i e I, FI vanishes identically on the vector space

where

We use that the linear forms

Namely, otherwise we have an identity

for certain 03B1hj E Q, not all zero, and certain 03B2h E Q, not all zero, but this is
impossible by (7.9).

Rename the variables Xhj (h = 1,..., m,j = 1, 2) as Y1,...,Y2m and the
variables Yhj ( h = 1,..., m, j = 3, ... , N ) as Y2m+1,...,YmN. We can express
F as
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where s0  0, F(1) G Q[Y1,..., YmN-1] is non-zero and G(l) C Q[Y1,..., YmN].
The coefficients of F(1) are among the coefficients of F, hence H(F(1))  H(F).
By (7.11), for each i ~ I Fi is obtained by partially differentiating F to variables
from Y1,..., Y2,,,. Therefore,

Each Fi (i e I ) vanishes identically on V whereas by (7.12) YmN does not
vanish identically on V; hence Fi(1) + YmNGi(1) vanishes identically on V. But
then Fi(1) vanishes identically on V1 : = V n (YmN = 0) for i e I.

Similarly, F(1) can be expressed as

Each Fi(1) (i E I ) vanishes identically on VI and by (7.12) YmN-1 does not vanish
identically on V1. Hence we may conclude as above that for each i E I, Fi (2)
vanishes identically on Y2 : := V1 ~ (YmN-1 1 = 0) = V~(YmN-1 = YmN = 0).

Continuing like this we arrive at a non-zero polynomial F(m(N-2))(Y1, ... , Y2m)
with H(F(m(N-2)))  H(F) such that for each i e I, Fi(m(N-2)) vanishes identi-
cally on

This means that

Define

where a h ~ Z0 is chosen such that F* is homogeneous of degree d h in (Xhl, Xh2)
for h = 1,..., m. By (7.1), (7.13) F* has index  m0398 w.r.t d at each point of V*,
so in particular at the point
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We have H(F*) = H(F(m(N-2)))  H(F). Together with (7.10), (7.7) this
implies that

which is condition (7.4) of Lemma 23. Further, condition (7.3) of Lemma 23 fol-
lows from (7.6). This implies that F* has index  m0 at x*, contrary to what we
showed above. Thus, the assumption that Lemma 24 is false leads to a contradic-
tion. This completes our proof. E

We need another simple non-vanishing result which is a special case of [ 18], p.
184, Lemma 8A. For convenience of the reader we give a short proof.

LEMMA 25. Let Il be a field of characteristic 0 and F E K[X1,..., X,] a non-
zero polynomial with degXi F  si for i = 1,..., r. Further, let B1,..., Br be
positive reals. Then there are rational integers x1, ... , Xr, il,..., ir with

Proof. We proceed by induction on r. First let r = 1 and put a := [BI], b :=
[s1/B1]. F cannot be divisible by 03A0aj=-a(X - j)b+1 which is a polynomial of
degree (2a + 1)(2b + 1) &#x3E; s1 = deg F. Therefore there are integers x1, i1 1 with
|x1|  a  B1, 0  i1  b  s1/B1 such that (d/dX1)i1F(x1) ~ 0.
Now suppose that r  2 and that Lemma 25 holds for polynomials in fewer

than r variables. By applying Lemma 25 with r = 1 and the field K(X2,..., Xr)
replacing Il it follows that there are integers xi, il with |x1|  B1, 0  i1  s1/B1
such that

Now the induction hypothesis applied to G implies that there are rational integers

This implies (7.15).
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Let V be an ( N - 1 )-dimensional linear subspace of Q N. A grid of size A in V
is a set

where {a1,..., aN-1} is any basis of V. We call {a1..., aN-Il also a basis of 0393.
The next lemma is our final non-vanishing result:

LEMMA 26. Let m, N, dl,..., dm, F, V1,..., Vm, 0 have the meaning of Lemma
24 and satisfy the conditions of Lemma 24, i.e. m, N  2, 0  0398  1, (7.6) and
(7.7). Further, for h = 1,..., m, let rh be any grid in Vh of size N/0398. Then there
are xi E 03931, ..., xm E Fm such that for x = (xi, ... Xm) we have

Proof. For h = 1,..., m let {ah1,..., ah,N-1} be a basis of 0393h. By Lemma 24
there is a tuple i = (il 1, - - - , imA) of non-negative integers with (i/d)  m0, such
that Fi does not vanish identically on VI  ··· X Vm. But then, the polynomial

is not identically zero. Since G is of degree  dh in the variable Yhj and by Lemma
25, there are integers yhj, khj with

such that

Put

Then xh E rh for h = 1,..., m. Further, g is a linear combination with algebraic
coefficients of numbers F;+e(x), where x = (xl, ... , xm) and e is a tuple of non-
negative integers (e1,..., em,N ) with
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Hence there is such a tuple e with Fi+e(x) =1 0. Together with (7.16) this implies
that

This completes the proof of Lemma 26. 

8. Auxiliary Results for the Proof of Theorem C

We use the notation from Theorem C. Thus, Il is a number field of degree d, S a
finite set of places on Il of cardinality s containing all infinite places, c a real with
0  c  1, N an integer  2, -y = (, iv : v E S, i = 1,..., N ) a tuple of reals with

and Ê = {iv:v E S, i = NI a system of linear forms in N variables
with algebraic coefficients, such that for each v ~ S, {1v,..., Nv} is linearly
independent and such that

We shall frequently use that by Lemma 2,

As the tuple ( N, 1, Ê) will be kept fixed, we write n( Q), V(Q) for n(N, 03B3, ; Q),
V(N, 1, ; Q) respectively. Thus,

and V(Q) is the K-vector space generated by II(Q). We assume that Q satisfies

Our first auxiliary result is an inequality between Q and the height H(V(Q))
of V(Q). Our proof is similar to Schmidt [19], Lemma 7.3 except that we do not
use reciprocal parallelepipeds.
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LEMMA 27. There is an (N - 1 )-dimensionallinear subspace V of J( N with the
following property:
for every Q with (4.23), (4.24) we have

or

Proof. Fix Q with (4.23), (4.24). By (4.23), there are linearly independent
vectors g1,..., gN-1 in II(Q). Put

(cf. Section 2). Then by (2.1 ),

Define the linear forms

and put

By Laplace’s rule (2.3) we have

Since gl, ... , gN-1 E II(Q) we have |liv(gj)|v  Q03B3iv for v e S, i = 1,..., N,
j = 1, ..., N - 1. Hence

where the maximum is taken over all bijective mappings k from f l, ... , N}B{k}
to {1,...,,N-1}.

Suppose for the moment that there is a tuple (iv : v e S) with
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By (8.6), (4.21) and (8.8) we have

We estimate the left-hand side of (8.9) from below. Fix v e S and put k = ive
Choose À ~ Q* such that the linear form 03BBl*kv has its coefficients in the field
K(l*kv) = : L. There is a place w on L such that |x|v = |x|gw for x E L, where by
(4.22) we have

Note that by (8.7) we have ÀD kv E L*. Now the Product formula applied to ÀD kv
and Schwarz’ inequality applied to (8.5) give

and this implies that

By (8.4), Lemma 2 and (4.22) we have

while by (8.4), (2.13) and (4.22) we have

By inserting this into (8.10) we get, recalling that k = iv,
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Together with (8.3), i.e. H(g*) = H(V(Q)), these inequalities imply that

By combining this with (8.9) and (4.24) we obtain

which is equivalent to (8.2).
We now assume that there is no tuple (iv : v e S) satisfying both (8.7) and

(8.8). We show that there is a fixed (N - 1 )-dimensional linear subspace V of KN,
independent of Q, such that V(Q) = V. For v E S, let

In view of (8.5) we have

By (8.4), (4.22) and (2.13) we have

Together with Lemma 3(ii) this implies that there is a non-zero vector h e KN
with

(If Iv = {1,..., N} for each v e S then (8.13) is an empty condition and (8.14)
is satisfied by for instance h = (1, 0,..., 0)). Fix a non-zero h e J( N with (8.13),
(8.14) and put
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Our aim is to show that V(Q) = V. Since V(Q) is the vector space generated
by fl(Q ) and both V(Q) and V have dimension N - 1, it suffices to show that

11(0) C V or which is the same x - h = 0 for every x E 03A0(Q).
Fix x e 03A0(Q). For v E S, let Av be the N x N-matrix whose ith row consists

of the coefficients of iiv and let A*v the N x N-matrix whose ith row consists of
the coefficients of liv. Then by (2.1), (8.4) we have

where tA*v is the transpose of A*v, Av = det(1v,..., iNv) and lis the unit matrix.
This implies that

so in view of (8.13),

By (8.1) we have

Further, by (2.12) and (4.24) we have

and together with Schwarz’ inequality this implies

For v e S, choose jv E I, such that 03B3jv,v = maxi~Iv -izv. Since x E H(Q) we have

Together with (8.15), (8.16), (8.17) this implies that
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Further, since x e II(Q) we have x E ONS, whence |x|v  1 for v e S. Together
with Schwarz’ inequality this implies that

Since jv e Iv for v ~ S, the tuple (jv:v ~ S) satisfies (8.7), so by our assumption
it does not satisfy (8.8). This means that

Now assume that x - h =1 0. Then, by the Product formula and (8.18), (8.19), (8.20),
(8.14) we have

but this contradicts (4.24). Hence x - h = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma
27. 

We need another, easier, gap principle, which is similar to [19], Lemma 7.6.

LEMMA 28. Let A, B be reals with

where C2 is the constant in (4.24). There is a collection of (N - l)-dimensional
linear subspaces of KN of cardinality at most

such that for every Q with (4.23) and with

the vector space V(Q) belongs to this collection.
Proof. Let E &#x3E; (2)eC2. Suppose there are Q with (4.23) and with

Let QE be the smallest such Q and put VE := V(QE). Then QE satisfies (4.24).
We first show that for all Q with (4.23) and (8.21) we have
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Take linearly independent xl, ... , XN -1 e II(QE). (8.22) follows once we have
shown that for every Q C [QE, £1+t/2) and every xN e II(Q) we have XN E VE
or, which is the same, det(xl, ... , xN) = 0.

Take xN E TI(Q). Fix v E S. By (8.1) we have

Further, we have and also,
by (4.21) we have

for i = 1,..., N. Therefore (taking again the maximum over all permutations of
(1,..., N)),

By inserting this into (8.23) we get

By taking the product over v e S and using (4.21) and that QE satisfies (4.24) we
obtain

Further, we know that x 1, ... , xN E ONS, whence det(x1,..., XN) e O s and that
03A0v~S|a|v  1 for non-zero a e OS. Hence det(xi,..., xN) = 0 which is what we
wanted to show.

Now let k be the smallest integer with (1 + c/2)k &#x3E; log B/ log A. Put Ei :=
A(I+E/2)i for i = 0,..., k-1. Then Ei  A &#x3E; (2)eC2. Let I be the set of indices
1 e 0 ... k - 1} for which there is a Q with (4.23) and with Ei  Q  E1+~/2i.
Then I has cardinality at most

For every

Above we proved that V(Q) = VE,. Hence the
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spaces V(Q) with Q satisfying (4.23) and A  Q  B belong to the collection
{VEi : i e Il which has cardinality at most T(A, B). This proves Lemma 28. a

In the proof of Theorem C we need an auxiliary polynomial with certain proper-
ties, to which Lemma 26 in Section 7 will be applied. Let m  2. For h = 1,..., m,
denote as before by Xh the block of variables (Xhl, ... , XhN). For v ~ S’, we intro-
duce new variables

Let d = (dl,..., dN) be a tuple of positive integers. Denote by R(d) the set of
non-zero polynomials in Z[Xi,..., Xm] which are of degree dh in the block Xh
for h = 1,..., m and whose coefficients have gcd 1. In what follows, i, j denote
tuples of non-negative integers (ihk : h = 1, ... , m, k = 1, ... , N ), (jhk:h =
1,..., m, k = 1,..., N ), respectively. For F e R(d) we put as usual

For each v ~ S, {1v,..., Nv} is linearly independent, whence F; can be expressed
as

where the sum is taken over tuples j with

As before, we put

LEMMA 29. (Polynomial theorem). Let 0 be a real with 0  0  1/N, m an
integer with

and d = (d1, ... , dm) any m-tuple of positive integers. Then there is a polynomial
F E R(d) with the following properties:

(i) H(F)  (2mN3N1/2)d1+···dm;
(ii) for all v E S and all tuples i, j with (8.24) and with
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we have c(i, j, v) = U;
(iii) for all tuples i we have

Proof. Let Ili be the composite of the fields K(iv) ( v E S, i = 1,..., N ) . Then
each liv is proportional to a linear form with coefficients in K1. By [K:Q] = d
and (4.22) we have [K1; Q]  dbNs. Let t be the maximal number of pairwise
non-proportional linear forms among iv ( v E S, i = 1,..., N). Then t  N s. By
(8.25) we have

This is precisely the condition on m in the Index theorem and the Polynomial
theorem of [19], Section 9, and from these theorems we infer that there is a

polynomial F e R(d) with (i) and (ii). This is proved by using Siegel’s lemma
from [2]: the equations c(i, j, v ) = 0 can be translated into a system of linear
equations in the unknown integer coefficients of F, (8.27), (8.26) guarantee that
the number of unknowns is larger than the number of equations, and then Siegel’s
lemma implies that this system of linear equations has a non-zero integral solution
whose coordinates have absolute values bounded above by the right-hand side of
(i).
We prove (iii). Fix v e S. Since the coefficients of F have gcd 1 and by (i) we

have

Together with (7.2) this implies that for each tuple i,

We have
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where (~ij) is the inverse matrix of the coefficient matrix Av of 1v, ... , Nv. We
have ~ik = ±0394ik. 0394-1v, where Aik is the determinant of the matrix obtained

by removing the i-th row and the k-th column from Av, and A, = det Av =
det(1v,... Nv). By (4.22) and Hadamard’s inequality we have |0394ij|v  1 for
i = 1,..., N, j = 1,..., N. Together with (8.1) this implies that

Write

where the summation is over tuples j with (8.24). By inserting (8.29) we get

Put

We have Fi = rp c(i, p, v) 03A0mh=1 03A0Nl=1 Uphlhlv where the summation is over tuples
p = (phl). If v is an infinite place then we have, recalling that |·|1/s(v)v satisfies the
triangle inequality,

since j runs through tuples with (8.24). If v is a finite place then

So for both cases v infinite, v finite we have

By estimating A from above using A  |Fi|v and (8.28), and B from above using
(8.30) we obtain
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By taking the product over v E S we get

which is (iii). This completes the proof of Lemma 29. 0

9. Proof of Theorem C

Let (N, 1, Ê) be a tuple as in Theorem C satisfying N  2, (4.21), (4.22). Put

and let m be the smallest integer satisfying the condition of Lemma 29, i.e.

Then by (9.1) we have

We assume that the collection of subspaces V(Q) with Q satisfying (4.23),
(4.24) has cardinality &#x3E; C2 and shall derive a contradiction from that. Then this
collection consists of more than

subspaces, since

Let V be the subspace from Lemma 27. Then there are reals Q’1, Q’2,...,Q’1+(m-1)t
with (4.23), (4.24) and Q’1  Q’2  ···  Q’1+(m-1)t such that the spaces

are different and different from V. Put

and
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There are

together with Lemma 28 this implies that

Define positive integers

Thus,

Let d = (d1,..., dm) and let F ~ R(d) be the polynomial from Lemma 29
which exists since m satisfies (8.25). We want to apply Lemma 26. We have
N  2 and m  2, 0  0398  1 by (9.1), (8.25), respectively. We verify that
d1,..., dm, F, Yl , ... , Vm satisfy the other conditions of Lemma 26, i.e. (7.6),
(7.7).

By (9.6), (9.3), (9.1) we have

which is (7.6).
By Lemma 27, Vh = V ( Q h) =1 V, (9.5) and the fact that Q satisfies (4.24) we

have

On the other hand, by Lemma 29 (i), d1 + ··· + dm  md1, (9.1) and (9.2) we have
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Therefore,

which is (7.7). Hence indeed, m, N, 0, d 1, ... , dm, F, VI,..., Vm satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 26.

For h = 1,..., m, choose a linearly independent set of vectors {gh1, ... , gh,N-1}
from II(Qh) (which exists by (4.23)) and let rh be the grid of size N/03A6,

Now Lemma 26 implies that there are xi e 03931,..., xm e Fm and a tuple of
non-negative integers i with (i/d)  2m0, such that

From ghj E n( Q h) it follows that ghj e OS for j = 1,..., N, hence xh e OS
for h = 1,..., N. Further, Fi has its coefficients in S. Hence f E OSB{0} which
implies f1vES |f|v  1. Below, we show that

Thus, the assumption that there are more than C2 different subspaces among
V(Q) with Q running through the reals with (4.23), (4.24) does indeed lead to a
contradiction.

Fix v E S. Put

Since
and since xh is in the grid rh of size NI 0, we have, using (2.8),

By Lemma 29 (ii) we have

where the summation is over all tuples of non-negative integers
with
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Now by (9.8), (9.9), by the trivial fact that there are at most Nd1+···+dm tuples j
with (9.10) and by 03A3h,k jhk  d + ··· + dm  mdl, we have

where

and the maximum is taken over all tuples j with (9.10).
We estimate cv from above. For each tuple j with (9.10) we have, recalling that

qkv z s(v) by (4.21) and 1  dh log Qh/d1 log Q1  1 + 0 by (9.6),

here we used that by (9.1) and 0  c  1 we have 0  1/30N3. Hence
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Together with (4.21), (9.1) this implies that

Further, by Lemma 29 (iii) and d + ··· + dm  md we have

Now (9.11), (9.13), (9.12), (9.1), (9.2) and the fact that Q 1 satisfies (4.24) imply
that

This completes the proof of Theorem C. 0
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